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1

Image Captioning

The goal of an Image Captioning model is to generate a short, descriptive, natural language text when presented with an image. State-of-the-art models mainly
employ neural encoder-decoder architectures with a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to handle the visual input and a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)
for language modelling. These models are typically trained with a cross-entropy
loss to maximize the likelihood of replicating the human-written descriptions
associated with the training images.
1.1

Generic Captions and Hallucinations

A noticeable limitation of RNN-based Image Captioning models is their tendency
to output generic captions that avoid the interesting details which make each
image unique [1]. There is also a tendency to ”hallucinate” objects based on the
context of previously generated words. RNN-based models have been shown to
be particularly prone to producing exact copies of captions and parts of captions
from the training set [2].
These limitations stem from multiple issues. On the training side, generic
captions constitute a local minimum for the cross-entropy loss when averaged
over all examples, particularly on biased datasets. On the evaluation side, the
benchmark metrics reward models that learn to replicate common n-grams [3].
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Sticking to the Facts

Methods of learning a more direct connection between text and visual elements
have been proposed. Weighted attention maps and stochastically selected regions
of focus have been shown to improve captioning results [4]; other models impose
restrictions during word sampling based on visual detection results [5, 6].
We propose a model that takes the alignment between text and visual evidence a step further. Each segment of a caption is associated with a pair of
regions along with their relative size and location. This allows the model to attend not only to specific objects but also their relationships. We hypothesize
that training on individual segments will allow a stronger association between
image content and relevant parts of the text.
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2.1
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Dataset

The proposed supervision is made possible by the Flickr30k dataset [7] with the
additional Entities annotations [8]. These datasets contain images with humanannotated captions and bounding boxes for noun phrases. We preprocess the
captions by dividing them into segments based on the entity annotations, as
illustrated in Fig. 1.
2.2

Entity-Grounded Caption Generation

Our full model is composed of neural components for region-proposing, region
ordering and caption generation. Since ground-truth data is available for each
step of the pipeline, the components can be trained either end-to-end or individually on ground-truth data. This also allows us to establish upper-bounds for
each trained component and to identify where improvement is most needed.
The key part of our model is the caption generation component based on an LSTM [9] architecture
with the addition of a novel information gate. The
information gate is implemented as a GRU unit [10]
that updates the LSTM’s cell state with information
about the visual regions and their spatial relationship. Our model learns to output shorter segments
of text followed by a ”next”-token to request an update via the information gate with visual informa[a man] [with pierced ears]
tion relating to the next segment. By separating the
[is wearing glasses] [and an orange hat]
input of visual information, we reduce the input dimensionality to the LSTM at each step while letting
Fig. 1. A caption divided the GRU learn the mapping of the visual input.
into segments relating to difPrevious work [11] has shown correlations beferent image regions.
tween visual grounding and a model’s generalization
capacity. Our hypothesis is that the stronger supervision along with the reduced input dimensionality
of the language model will lead to improved visual grounding and better generalization to novel images. To test this hypothesis, the results will be evaluated
both on the full test set and on sub-parts comprised of the most and least common types of images as in [2]. The captions will also be evaluated on the metrics
for caption diversity in [1] to assess how well our proposed model addresses the
issue of generic captions.
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Conclusion

An urgent limitation of current Image Captioning models is their tendency to
produce generic captions that do not always relate well to the content of the
given image. We have proposed an approach to address this limitation by enforcing a stronger association between image regions and specific segments of
text, including a novel information gate that allows separate frequencies and
dimensionalities of the visual and textual input to LSTMs.
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